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1 Introduction 

The new data on deep inelastic spin-dependent proton 9i and deuteron 9f structure 
functions from SLAC (1, 2] and CERN [3) stimulate exiting interest to determine spin
dependent quark and especially gluon distributions and quark contributions to the proton 
spin. The decision of the problem is out of the pQCD. Therefore numerous parametriza
tions both spin-independent and spin-dependent parton distri):mtions are constructed and 
used for the analysis of experimental data. As the parton distributions are of universal 
nature the parametrizations can be used for simulation not only processes of deep-inelastic 
scattering but, in particularly, p - p interaction with polarized proton beams for future 
research programs at colliders RHIC, LH.C and HERA. 

The direct information on parton distributions .are extracted from the deep-inelastic 
lepton-proton and lepton-deuteron scattering. The measurable observables are asymme
tries AP, AD. The structure function 9f can be expressed via AP as follows 

P( Q2) - AP( Q2). FI(x, Q2) 
91 x, - x, 2x(l + R(x, Q2) (1) 

The additional information on the structure function Ff and the ratio of longitudinal to 
transverse photon cross section R(x,Q2

) = <JL/ur are necessary [4) to determine9l'. The 
similar formula takes place for the deuteron structure function. 

The extraction of the parton distributions from the experimental data (9f, 9f) of deep 
inelastic scattering is not direct and therefore it is very important to develop flexible 
procedures to construct the distributions taking into account features of experimental 
data and theoretical constraints of proton model. 

At present time there are not strong arguments on the sign of the spin-dependent gluon 
distribution D.G therefore one can suppose that the sign of D.G may be both positive 
and negative [5]. Therefore we shall.consider both possibilities in the paper. It. is very 
important from experimental point of view to find the observables which are sensitive to 
sign of D.G. As we shall show later the neutron structure function 91 can be one of such 
observables. 

The spin-dependent parton distributions were constructed, in particular, in [6, 7, 10). 
The Drell-Yan inclusive-exclusive connection relating the high Q2-behaviour of hadron 

form-factors and the large x-limit of the quark distributions was used in (6] 

1 
F(Q 2) ~-- -- at Q2 -+ oo {:} G ~-- (1 - x)2n-1+2t,S at x -+ 1 ( Q2)n' q/p ' ' 

(2) 

where D.S = 0, 1 for the parallel and anti-parallel quark and photon helicity, respec
tively. Authors emphasized that this counting rule reflects the fact that the valence Fock 
state with minimal number of constituents gives the leading contribution to the structure 
function when one quark carries nearly all of the light cone momentum. The helicity 
dependence of the rule reflects the helicity retention property of the gauge couplings: a 
quark with a large momentum fraction of the hadron also tends to carry its helicity. The 
anti-parallel helicity quark is suppresed by the relative factor (1 - x)2. The obtained 
spin-dependent quark and gluon distributions were used to calculate the proton, neutron 
and deuteron structure functions and to compare with experimental data. 

The LO QCD fit of EMC, SMC and SLAC data for 9{" was performed in (7). Polarized 
parton distributions were constructed by using two scenario - "standard" and "valence" 



one. First scenario assumed that the neutron and hyperon /3-decay data fix the total 
helicity both of valence and sea quarks Llu+Llu-Lld-Lld = F+ D and Llu+Llu+Lld+ 
Lld-2(Lls+Lls) = 3F+D, second one - only of the valence quarks Lluv-Lldv = F+ D 
and Lluv + Lldv = 3F + D. In the "standard" scenario it was needed !ls < 0 in order 
to obtain agreement with experiment data. In the "valence" scenario l:!,.ij < 0 even for 
the maximally SU1(3) broken polarized sea !ls = !ls = 0. It was found that results for 
ff and r1 were in satisfactory agreement with SMC [12, 14] and E143 [2] data for both 
scenario. 

The global LO fit to proton data on Yi to extract spin-dependent parton distributions 
was performed in [8]. It was assumed that the intrinsic polarization of strange quark 
was no significant. Non-zero polarization SU(3) symmetric sea quark distributions were 
generated dynamically at higher Q~ by the evolution of the singlet distribution SE. It 
was found that Llij was sensitive to the initial shape of the gluon distribution and therefore 
the measurement of polarization of sea quark distributions was proposed. The shape of 
the parton distributions was used as follows 

x!lq1 ~ x"'f (1 - x)'61 (1 + ")'JX). (3) 

Additional theoretical constraints at large and small x based on dimensional counting 
and Regge behaviour arguments were supposed. The different choices of ")'J correspond 
to different fits of LlG at x--+ 1: G i~ G l, G j~ G l, G j~ G l were studied. It was 
found that quark distributions were almost independent of the gluon distribution and the 
parameter a1 had the value close to the corresponding unpolarise one [9]. 

The detailed NLO QCD analysis of the proton and deuteron data on 91 were performed 
in [10]. The singlet !:!,.I;, nonsingl~t l:!,.qNs and gluon LlG distributions were determined. 
The parton distributions were parametrized according to 

Llq1(x, Q5) = N(a1, /31, a1 )rux"'1(l - x)'61(l + a1x ), (4) 

where N(a1,/31,a1) is the normalization coefficient. The various parameters in (4) were 
found by fitting 91 ( x, Q2

) to proton and deuteron experimental data. The data constrain 
the size of polarized parton distributions. It was emphasized that the main NLO effect 
is the direct gluon contribution to the first moment of 91 and effects which are formally 
next-to lea(iing order may lead to significant evolution because of the large contribution of 
polarized gluons to 91 driven by the axial anomaly. The size of the gluon distribution drives 
perturbative evolution and due to the fact that the SMC and El43 data were obtained 
at the different value of Q2 turns out to require the parameter T/u and consequently the 
polarized gluon distribution to be large and positive. 

In present paper the phenomenological method to construct spin-dependent parton 
distributions is developed. Some constraints (a shape and sign of distributions) on parton 
distribution are used. The method takes into account the effect of axial anomaly to 
include under consideration the gluon distribution LlG. The possibility of the positive 
and negative sign of the gluon distribution is studied. The new spin-dependent parton 
distributions are constructed, The dependence of l:!,.qf and structure functions gl', 91 and 
gp on x and Q2 are investigated.and the obtained results are compared with experimental 
data. 
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2 Method 
The spin-dependent proton Yi structure function is expressed via spin-dependent par

ton distributions as follows 

2 1 4 1 1 
gf(x,Q )= 2 -{9Llu+ 9Lld+ 9Lls}, (5) 

where 1:!,.qf = qj - q1 and q7 are probability distributions to find the quark with the 
positive ( +) and negative ( - ) helicity relatively to positive proton one. The neutron 
g
1

(x, Q2 ) structure function can be written in the similar form by the replacement flu<--+ 
Lld. The valence distributions Lluv, Lldv are expressed as follows Lluv = flu - 2Llu. In 
the paper we shall construct the spin-d~pendent parton distributions. Let us now shortly 

describe the main items of the method used. 

2.1 Shape of parton distributions 
The form of the spin-dependent parton distribution LlqJ is taken as 

Llq1 = sign(q1 J · x"'f • (1 - xjf31 • q1, q1 = uv, dv, u,d, s, G (6) 

Here q
1 

is the spin-independent parton distribution, a1, /31 are free parameters which 
should be found from the comparison with experimental data. We would like to note that 

there is the additional restriction for LlqJ 

lllq1I < qJ- (7) 

It means that both the distributions qj, q1 and qJ =·qj +q1 are to be positive. A
0

ccording 
to the equation the parameter /31 should be not negative. However if qj is not connected 
with the parton distribution the parameter can be chosen as negative one. In 'this case 
the form of the spin-dependent parton distribution can be rewritten as 

Llq1 = sign(q1) • x"'f • qf. (8) 

The equation (7) is satisfied and qf = (1 - x )/11 · qi can be considered as the renormalised 

parton distribution. 
We would like to emphasize that numerous procedures to construct both spin .- inde-

pendent and spin - dependent distributions are ambiguously and therefore the restrictions 
on !:!,.qi can give the additional constraints on spin-independent distributions and develop 
flexible scheme to construct helicity parton distributions qj and q1, separately. 

2.2 Signs of parton distributions 
We shall suppose that the sign of LlG may be both positive and negative in the 

framework of our model-dependent investigation of the sign of LlG because at present 

time there are no experiments to measure the LlG directly. 
For valence quarks distributions the situation is more definite. Therefore the signs 

of Lluv and Lldv are considered to be positive and negative, respectively. The choice 
is argued that the dominant configuration in the proton wave function is u(j)u(i)d(l) 
(the arrow denotes the quark spin direction). Numerous analyses of experimental data 
on quark contributions to proton spin also confirm the choice [1, 2, 3], [11]-[14]. 
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We shall suppose that the positive sign of /1u and negative one of ti.J, for the spin 
configuration u(i)u(i)d(!) of proton wave function are motivated by 't Hooft mechanism 
[16]. The mechanism determines the dynamics of quark helicity flips. The incoming left 
helicity quark qL = (l + ,s)q/2 scattered from a zero modes in the instanton field is to be 
outgoing right helicity quark qR = (l - ,s)q/2. Effective Lagrangians were constructed in 
[17]. In the particular case N1 = 2 flavour it can be presented as follows: 

L = j dp · n(p)(~ir2p3)2{uRuLJRdL[l + }
2
(1- ~o-;vo-;v),\:,\:i] + (R <-> L)}. (9) 

Here pis the size of instanton, n(p) is the instanton density, O-µv = i/4 · (1µ1v - 'Yv'Yµ), 
,\a are the matrices for SUc(3) group. If the left helicity quark scatters off instanton, 
then it becomes right helicity one and qRiiR pair is created. The helicity of sea quarks is 
opposite to the initial quark. Therefore the spin flips of the valence quarks u+ and a
determine the signs of the sea quark distributions - negative for J and positive for u. The 
negative sign of/1s is in agreement with the arguments mentioned above and is supported 
by the results of analysis of the determination of quark content to proton spin from the 
experimental data on g'f. [l, 2, 3], [11]-[14]. 

2.3 Axial anomaly 
It was shown in [18] that the flavour-singlet axial current 

A~ = L iiJ'Yµ/5qf 
f=u,d,s 

diverges at the quark level due to the one-loop triangle anomaly 

8µ Aµ = o, ·NJ· tr{ Fµv.Fµv}, 
11" 

(10) 

(11) 

where F'µv = Eµvf3-ypf3-r, Fµv = OµAv - OvAµ + [AµAv], Aµ =A:· ,\a, o, is a coupling 
constant, N1 is number of flavours. The anomaly induced a mixing between gluon and 
the flavour singlet axial current of quarks. For this reason, the helicity carries by each 
flavour undergo renormalization 

!1iiJ(x, Q2) = !1q1 - o, . !1G(x, Q2). 
2ir (12) 

It was suggested in [18] that the axial anomaly might play a key role, which would 
modify the naive quark model predictions and makes parton distributions more sensitive 
to sign of gluon distribution. So the axial anomaly allows one to include the /1G under 
consideration structure functions g'f, gf .-

Note that the direct measurement of /1G is possible in the experiments with polarized 
proton beams. That is why the measure of the asymmetry of direct photon production is 
planned in future polarization program at RHIC, LHC and HERA. 

2.4 Relative parton contributions to proton spin 
The results of analysis [19] of SMC and SLAG data on the structure functions g'f. and 

gf and Bjorken sum.rule with pQCD corrections up to O((o,/ir)3) for singlet combina
tion have shown that the relative quark contributions to proton spin were /1u = 0.83 ± 

4 

0.03, ti.d = -0.43 ±0.03, /1s = -0.10 ±0.03 at a renormalization scale Q5 = 10 (GeV/c)2
• 

We shall use the values of the contributions and equation 

l tl.q1(x,Q~)dx = 11/, f = u,d,s (13) 

to determine the free parameters OJ, /31 for spin-dependent parton distributions tl.uv, 
tl.dv, /1u, ti.J, /1s, 11G. 

3 Results and Discussion 

Tables 1-6 present the results for coefficients OJ, /31 obtained by the procedure de
scribed above. The unpolarized parton distributions qi are taken from [20]. 

Figure I ( a,b) and 2( a,b) show the dependence of gf and g;' on .r for parametrizatio11s 
of parton distribution constructed with positive (a) and negative (b) /1G. The dashed. 
solid and dotted lines correspond to the parameters of, f:) f taken from Tables J-:3 and -1-6. 
respectively. 

Figure I ( a,b) shows that all theoretical curves gf are i11 reaso11able agn·emeut with 
experimental data [l, 11, 14]. 

Figure 2(a,b) shows the qualitative difference for .rgj' iu the raugP 0.1 < .r < O.:l 
between curves with positive and negative ti.G. 

Figure 3(a,b) shows the x-dependence of xg\'(x, Q2
) for Q2 = I, 10. JOO (GrV/c)2. The 

behaviour of xg'f. (x, Q2
) is qualitatively different for positive and negative !:!,.G. In the first 

case the maximum of the curve displaces to the low ,r with increasiug Q2
• iu the senmd 

one the maximum practically does not displace. For .r < 0.01 the rurvt' for ~G > 0 
with Q2 = 1.0 (GeV/c) 2 lies lower than the curve with Q2 = 10 (GeV/c) 2 • The curve for 
ti.G < 0 with Q 2 = 1.0 (GeV/c) 2 lies upper than the curve with Q2 = 10 (Gf.V/c) 2 i11 the 
range 10-3 < x < l. 

Figure 4(a,b) shows the x-dependence of xgj'(x, Q2
) at Q2 = I, JO (Ge\ /c)2. Tht> 

strong Q2-dependence for /1G < 0 for x < 0.1 and the deep at ,r ::::: 0.1 - 0.2 an• obsern·d. 
Figure 5(a,b) shows the x-dependence ~f the deuteron structure function .rgf(.1·, (2 2) at 

Q2 = 1, JO, JOO (Ge V/c) 2 and experimental data [2, 3, 12]. The dependeucc•s of .rg[J (.r. (22 ) 

on Q2 for ti.G > 0 and /1G < 0 are qualitatively different from Pach otlwr a11d similar to 
the proton ones. 

Figure 6 shows the x-dependence of xgj'(x,Q2 ) for Q2 = l,:l.5, JO (Gcl·/c)2 and l'X

perimental data. The behaviour of xgj'(x, Q2 ) is qualitatively and qua11titatiwly difft>r<'llt 
for ti.G > 0 and /1G < 0, especially for low Q2

• In the range x < 0.1 the t•xperi11w11tal 
data on gr for Q2 < 10 (GeV/c) 2 can be used to discriminate the parton distributio11s 
with different sign of 11G. 

The x2 criterium may be used as a quantitative characteristic to compare I.ht> tht•or;•l,
ical results for xg1 with experimental data [2, 3, 13]. The obtained results are prt>st'n1('(1 
in Table 7. The references for experimental data on g1, the values for avPrage (22 a11d the 
number of experimental points are shown in column I, 2 and 3, respectively. The mark 
'all' denotes that the data are taken for different Q2 and the value of \ 2 takes into acrn1111t 
the Q2-dependence of spin-dependent parto11 distributio11s. The value of Q2 cha11ges in 
the kinematic ranges 1.1 - 5.2 (GeV/c) 2 and 1.3 - 48.7 (GcV/c) 2 for E14::! aml SMC 
experiments, respectively. One can see from Table 7 that the x2 for ti.G > O is smaller 
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than for t:.G < 0 for all group of data. The choice of the parton parametrizations with 
positive t:.G is even more preferable when 'all' Q2 data are used. 

Tables 1-6. The parameters °'f, /31 and signs of spin-dependent parton distributions 
!::.qi = sign( qi)· x01 • ( 1 - x )131 • qi for positive and negative t:.G. The quark contributions 
to proton spin is denoted by 11 

Table 1 Table 4 

f II sign I ~ /31_ . - !1 D II f II sign I °'f !!1 11 
~G + 0.62790 0.000 t:.G - 0.45000 0.000 
l::.uv + 0.43763 -0.450 0.83 11uv + 0.60176 -0.900 0.83 
t:.u + 0.54637 0.000 t:.u + 1.0780 0.000 

!::.dv - 0.71597 -0.450 -0.43 11dv - 0.34310 -0.900 -0.43 
t:.d - 0.57590 0.000 t:.d - 0.56901 0.000 
11s - 0.96418 0.000 -0.1 11s - 0.31036 0.000 -0.1 

Table 2 Table 5 

" 
]Giii_J_ °'f /3.1 . - Ij 

" II f II sign I °'f /31 11 
t:.G + 0.62790 0.000 t:.G - 0.50000 0.000 
11uv + 0.43763 -0.450 0.83 !::.uv + 0.57443 -0.900 0.83 
t:.u + o .. 54637 0.000 t:.u + 1.0088 0.000 

11dv - 0.71.597 -0.450 -0.43 11dv - 0.54871 -0.900 -0.43 
t:.d - 0.57,590 0.000 l!,.d - 0.45256 0.000 
l:.s - 0.96418 0.000 -0.1 l!,.s - 0.34023 0.000 -0.1 

Table 3 Table 6 

f ~ °'f /31 11 
" II f II sign I °'f /31 . - !1 

t!,.G + 0.62076 0.000 t!,.G - 0.60000 0.000 
11uv + o .. 50424 -0.500 0.83 iluv + 0.53379 -0.900 0.83 
ilit + 0.46710 0.000 l!,.u + 0.98175 0.000 

11dv - 0.70556 -0.500 -0.43 l!,.dv - 0.53722 -0.900 -0.43 
l!,.d - o .. 58863 0.000 l!,.d - 0.50235 0.000 
l!,.s - 1.00280 0.000 -0.1 l!,.s - 0.39092 0.000 -0.1 

6 

, 

" 

" 

The x2 for positive and negative t!,.G are equal to 11.6 and 18.4 for the El42 data [13] 
and 16.2 and 28.9 for the SMC data [3]. The results can be considered as a quantitative 
evidence that the case with t!,.G > 0 is more preferable than t!,.G < 0 one. 

We would like to note that our result supports the conclusion of positive sign of t!,.G 
based on the NLO QCD fit of proton and deuteron data on 91 made in (10] 

Table 7. The value of x2 comptuted for gf ( x, Q2
) for two choices of the parton distri

butions with the parameters OJ,/3J taken from Tables 2 and 5 

Experiment Q2 data t!,.G> 0 t!,.G< 0 
(GeV/c)2 points 

El42 [13] 2 8 9.56 16.4 
El43 [2] 3 9 8.02 12.7 
SMC [3] 10 12 15.4 19.5, 

HERMES [15] 3 8 6.87 9.56 
El42 [13] all 8 11.6 18.4 
SMC [3] all 12 16.2 28.9 

Figures 7-9 and 10-12 show the dependences of the parton distributions l!,.uv, t:.dv, 
t:.u, l!,.d, t:.s and t!,.G on x and Q2 for positive and negative t!,.G, respectively. As one 
can see from Figures 7 and 10 the distributions of the valence quarks l!,.uv and l!,.dv 
for t!,.G > 0 and t!,.G < 0 are qualitatively similar to each other. The distributions for 
negative t!,.G are larger than those for positive t!,.G. · 

Figures 8(b,d) and ll(b,d) show that the sea distribution xilu for t!,.G > 0 is larger 
than that for t!,.G < 0 in contrast to the xl!,.d distribution. 

We would like to note that the signs for xl!,.u and xt!,.d are different from each other. 
The symmetry violation of the equation l!,.u = t!,.d for negative t!,.G is more stronger than 
for positive t!,.G. 

Figures 9(a,b) and 12(a,b) show the x- and Q2-dependences of distributions for strange 
quark xl!,.s. The value of xl!,.s for positive t!,.G is less than 0.008 for Q2 = 5-1600 (GeV/c)2 

in the range x = 10-3 
- 1. The distribution xl!,.s for negative 11G grows up to -0.05 at 

x ~ 10-3 for Q2 = 5, 10 (GeV/c)2 and up to -0.15 for Q2 = 1600 (GeV/c)2. 
We"would like to emphasize that the flavour violation for sea distributions t:.u, t!,.d, and 

l!,.s for negative t!,.G is more stronger than for positive one. 
Figures 9( d) and 12( d) show that the "positive" gluon distribution xt!,.G is five times 

less than "positive" one in the range x = 10-3 
- 1 and Q2 = 10 (GeV/c)2

• 
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4 Conclusions 

The method to construct spin-dependent parton distributions is considered. It bases 
on theoretical constraints (the shape, sign of /).qi) and experimental data on quark con
tributions /).u, !).d, /).s to proton spin. The new spin-dependent parton distributions 
/).uv,!).dv,!).u,/).d,!).s,/).G are founded. The x- and Q2-dependences of /).qJ for posi
tive and negative !).G are studied. The obtained results are compared with experimental 
data on structure functions 9i, 9f and g'j. It is found that 91 is sensitive to sign of !).G and 
can be used to investigate the sign of gluon distribution in the range x < 0.1. The avail
able experimental data on 91 give evidence that the sign of !).G should be positive. The 
constructed parton distributions /).uv, !).dv, /).u, /).d, /).s, !).G can be widely used to ana
lyze both deep-inelastic (inclusive, semi-inclusive) and proton-proton interactions planed 
at RHIC. LHC and HERA. 
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